Simplifying the programming models is paramount to the success of reconfigurable computing. We apply the principles of object-oriented programming to the design of stream architectures for reconfigurable computing. The resulting tool, StReAm, is a domain specific compiler on top of the object-oriented module generation environment PAM-Blox. Combining module generation with a high-level programming tool in C++ gives the programmer the convenience to explore the flexibility of FPGAs on the arithmetic level and write the algorithms in the same language and environment.
Introduction
In this paper we present StReAm, a domain specific compiler for programming FPGAs. StReAm is build on top of the module generation environment PAM-Blox [10] . We start by reviewing some advantages of FPGAs for computation.
FPGAs offer reconfigurability on the bit-level at the cost of larger VLSI area and slower maximal clock frequency compared to custom VLSI. SRAM-based FPGAs allow fast reconfiguration of the entire chip. Thus, FPGAs are programmable devices that could compete with, or complement microprocessors.
Since their introduction, FPGAs have shown the potential for high performance (or throughput) and low power computation [28] . High performance and low power are a result of exploiting high degrees of parallelism and pipelining:
¢ Parallelism: FPGAs enable us exploit parallelism on the bit-level, arithmetic level, instruction level (ILP for microprocessors), and application level. FPGAs follow a long tradition of architectures that enable parallelism, such as massively parallel computing, superscalar and VLIW processors. Transforming the sequential description of an algorithm in order to compute more operations in parallel is usually called "extracting parallelism"-a process that can be as painful as it sounds if the algorithm is not cooperative.
¢

Pipelining:
FPGAs have programmable registers in every cell making them natural candidates for highly pipelined architectures. For example, vector processors utilize pipelining of the data stream to achieve high throughputs. Systolic arrays [2] [3] offer a regular structure that can be pipelined for high throughput applications. Stream architectures can be viewed as an extension of vector processing and systolic arrays. A pipelined dataflow graph is mapped directly into hardware and the data streams through the microarchitecture. Initial results show a high potential for stream architectures to improve performance and power consumption [28] by an order of magnitude over conventional microprocessors.
Simplifying the programming models is paramount to the success of reconfigurable computing. In order to simplify the programming of FPGAs it is necessary to hide a CAD tool within a compiler. In this paper we explore object-oriented programming of pipelined StReAm architectures for FPGAs. ), and the associated clock frequencies based on the data-rate.
Programming FPGAs-Related Work
FPGAs are programmable devices. Yet, programming FPGAs, or writing compilers for FPGAs, is much more complex than writing compilers for microprocessors. Because FPGAs offer programmability of the logic and the interconnect, compiling a program into an FPGA is similar to a VLSI CAD system. On the other hand the CAD design flow is not practical for programming FPGAs. The main questions are: How should the programming language express the various levels of parallelism available in the FPGA? How to express the timing of the design? How to explore area-time tradeoffs? How to debug the program? How to verify the compiler and module generator libraries?
HandelC [5] is a hardware (FPGA) programming language based on communicating sequential processes [4] . Every expression implies a latency of one clock cycle. Areatime tradeoffs can be explored by rewriting expressions.
JHDL [11] and Pebble [8] are examples for structural languages for FPGAs on the PAM-Blox level. JBITS [12] is an object-oriented environment on the FPGA configuration bitstream level.Neither JHDL nor Pebble offer operator overloading. Instead, expressions are constructed by nesting function calls.
Novel architectures combining a microprocessor with reconfigurable logic are natural targets for hardware compilation using software languages. For example, Callahan [17] compiles C for the Garp processor including a reconfigurable datapath.
Most available programming environments target general microarchitectures. StReAm is a domain specific compiler targeted at a specific architecture-stream architectures. The main objective is to limit the set of resulting architectures in order to achieve a very efficient implementation.
Stream Architectures
General purpose microprocessors are designed to deliver low latency computation with maximal clock frequencies leading to high power consumption. In terms of performance and power consumption, latency tolerant applications can be efficiently implemented with architectures that provide high throughputs, such as Imagine [23] , Score [16] , RaPiD [24] , and the PCI-PipeRench [15] .
Stream architectures [15] are fully pipelined, high throughput microarchitectures. Algorithms are executed by building the dataflow graph in hardware and streaming the data through the architecture. In the best case, when all the loops are fully unrolled, the dataflow graph is acyclic and the clock frequency of the design is the data-rate.
Figure 1 (a) shows the execution model of the stream architecture with completely unrolled loops. In a microprocessor the data goes from the register-file to the arithmetic unit. The result of the arithmetic operation can be forwarded to another arithmetic unit and is finally written back to the register file. In a stream architecture the role of the register file is taken over by distributed FIFO buffers with a delay equal to the time between production of the value and consumption of the value by the following operation. The distributed FIFO buffers enable us to exploit temporal data locality, while streaming data through pipelines exploits spatial data locality.
Unrolling a loop of a program requires the duplication of the loop-body in hardware. If complete unrolling of the loops requires more than the available hardware resources, we can not fully unroll the loops. In this case there are two options:
1. Increasing clock frequency or reducing data-rate: The resulting stream architecture has a loop. The clockfrequency is equal to the data-rate times the remaining number of loop iterations (k) shown in figure 1 (b) .
2. Reconfiguration: We can partition the design into multiple configurations and stream the data through each configuration separately.
In StReAm we focus on the first option, increasing the clock frequency when necessary. The StReAm extension to PAM-Blox [10] allows the programmer to design stream objects in C++.
PAM-Blox: Module Generation
Traditional VLSI design for high-performance ASICs consists of complete hand-layout of the data-path and high-level compilation of the control circuit. FPGAs do not offer the high flexibility of silicon area. For data-paths it is therefore sufficient to specify the logic, map the logic to lookup-tables and specify their location using Xilinx Netlist (XNF) directives.
PamDC [1] maps a structural description on the gate level to a Xilinx netlist. Experience with PamDC has shown that a low level, structural representation of FPGA circuits in C++ is very well suited for high-performance FPGA design. The major drawback of PamDC is the low level of design. In order to simplify the design process, we introduce additional levels of abstraction on top of PamDC. Figure 2 shows an overview of the PAM-Blox system including StReAm.
PamBlox is a template class library for hardware objects of low complexity, such as adders, counters, etc. PaModules are complex, fixed circuits implemented as C++ objects. PaModules may consist of multiple PamBlox and are optimized for a specific data-width. Examples are constant(k) coefficient multipliers (KCMs), Booth multipliers, dividers, and special purpose arithmetic units such as a constant multiply modulo
operation for IDEA encryption [28] . PAM-Blox simplify the design of datapaths for FPGAs by implementing arithmetic module-generators in objectoriented C++. With PAM-Blox, hardware designers can benefit from all the advantages of object-oriented system design such as:
Code-reuse is implemented by a C++ class hierarchy. Child objects inherit all public methods (function) and variables (state). For example, all objects with a carry-chain, such as adders, counters, and shifters, inherit the absolute and relative placement functions from their common parent. 
¢
Template Class: The template class feature of C++ enables us to efficiently combine C++ objects and module-generation. In case of an adder, the template parameter is the bit-width of the adder. The instantiation of a particular object based on the template class creates an adder of the appropriate size.
Operator overloading and template functions are used by StReAm described below.
StReAm: Programming FPGAs
StReAm is a domain specific tool build on top of PAMBlox. Figure 2 shows the "city-model" for programming FPGAs. StReAm uses operator overloading and template functions in C++ to create dataflow graphs which are consecutively scheduled to obtain a stream architecture. The nodes of the stream architecture are mapped to PAM-Blox modules, to create a netlist file for the Xilinx place-androute tools. Figure 3 shows the details of the class hierarchy of the system. StreaModule is a subclass of PaModule. Applications are written as subclasses of StreaModule. StReAm enables high-level programming on the expression level. StReAm includes automatic scheduling of stream architectures, hierarchical wire naming and block placement. In addition, StReAm supports structural programming and allows the designer to combine structural descriptions with expressions. Thus, StReAm simplifies the design of complex stream architectures to just a few lines of code. Designs are created by overloading the build() function of a StreaModule. A hardware integer (HWint) data type supports the common operators +,-,*,/,%. The user can define other operators and functions by utilizing operator overloading and template functions in C++. Extending the set of operators and functions requires manual design of optimized PamBlox or PaModules. Thus, the designer can adapt the arithmetic units to the specific needs of the application. The benchmarks in section 6 give a number of examples for application specific extensions and demonstrate the features mentioned above.
Calling the ¡ Name¢ ::build() function creates the dataflow required for automatic scheduling and placement. The schedule() function also creates all the required FIFO buffers and supplies the sequential and serial components with start signals. Finally, placement methods of hardware objects determine relative placement within the hardware objects.
StReAm currently supports arrays of the hardware integer type HWint, expressions with HWint's and C++ integers resulting in hardware constants, and static 'for' loops. In addition, more complex hardware units with possibly multiple inputs and outputs are implemented as template functions.
Currently, the resulting architectures are stream architectures with fully unrolled loops and no resource sharing in order to maximize throughput. Configuration registers can be added to the design in order to enable efficient communication between the host CPU and the reconfigurable device. An example using configuration registers is shown in section 6.4.
Families of Arithmetic Operators
One of the advantages of using FPGAs for computing is the flexibility on the arithmetic level. We define families of arithmetic units that are compatible with each other. As an example, the 4-bit digit-serial family consists of a 4-bit wide datapath with arithmetic units for addition, constant addition, and constant multiplication. The arithmetic family can be specified as a global parameter (used in the examples in section 6), or at the equation level.
StReAm supports the following arithmetic families:
The above arithmetic families are currently implemented for hardware integers. Future work includes extending the hardware types to other number representations such as logarithmic numbers (HWlog), fixed point numbers (HWfix), floating point numbers (HWfloat), the residue number system (HWresidue) based on the Chinese remainder theorem, redundant number representations, and rational number systems [32] . The main difficulty arises from the explosion of the number of necessary hand-designed arithmetic units. For example, in order to introduce HWfix numbers it is necessary to design arithmetic units for all operators and all possible combinations of inputs: (HWint,HWfix), (int,HWfix), and (HWfix,HWfix), taking into account the various formats that a fixed point number can take.
In addition to the basic arithmetic operators described above, PaModules include higher-level arithmetic modules such as CORDIC (Coordinate Rotation Digital Integrated Computer) units. For more information on the state-of-theart in high-level arithmetic modules see [29] .
StReAm gives the programmer access to these special arithmetic modules. Ideally, future special purpose highlevel tools [30] will be able to map algorithms directly to such high-level arithmetic modules.
Debugging by Simulation
Debugging is one the main bottlenecks in programming any device. PamDC enables PAM-Blox and StReAm to run the compiled C++ executable to generate a netlist, or to simulate the design. Simulation occurs on the register-transfer level(RTL). Therefore StReAm simulations can optimally use C++ compiler optimizations. In addition, since most algorithms are initially written in C or C++, the software version can be easily used to verify the functionality of the FPGA design.
Scheduling Stream Architectures
StReAm automatically schedules the arrival of input data for each arithmetic component. The scheduling algorithm creates FIFO buffers and component start signals (for sequential components). The scheduler also calculates overall latency and data-rate for a given stream architecture. Our initial implementation utilizes "as soon as possible" (ASAP) scheduling, which is optimized for minimum-latency and resource unconstraint problems [6] without resource sharing.
Operator overloading creates a dataflow graph with arithmetic units as nodes. The scheduling algorithm traverses the dataflow graph including the components, data dependencies and scheduling information such as latency and throughput of each component. The scheduler retrieves the scheduling information from the state of the hardware objects. Using the dataflow graph, StReAm builds a sequencing graph, which contains all the information required for scheduling. A sample sequencing graph is given in figure 4 . The sequencing graph contains the operations as vertices including their latency and data rate values. The edges of the sequencing graph are interconnecting wires which carry a time stamp. The time stamp of a wire is the time when a valid signal on this wire is generated. Initially, only the time stamps of input signals are set to zero. The remaining internal time stamps are set by the scheduling algorithm.
The scheduling algorithm performs the following four tasks: in [2] in [3] in [4] in [5] Figure 4: The figure shows the scheduled data-flow graph implementing the equations:
. Sequencing information is given in the nodes (component latency, data-rate and start time) and interconnections include time stamps. data rate describes the time interval in which components consume and produce data. For sequential components the data rate is equal to the latency, whereas for pipelined components the data rate is usually smaller than the latency. The global data rate is determined by the minimal data rate of all components in the design. 
A global state counter generates the required start signals.
Dealing with Precision and Overflow
Each arithmetic unit (PamComponent) includes a precision value and an overflow bit as part of the state of the hardware object. Hardware objects representing the arithmetic units are the nodes of the dataflow graph. The precision value inside the hardware object can be used at compile time to evaluate error propagation through the dataflow graph. The stream architecture includes overflow detection per data item. The overflow bit is part of the HWint type. The overflow bit of the output of an arithmetic unit is set if the previous arithmetic operation overflows, or if any overflow bit of the inputs to the previous operation is set. Finally, each datum leaving the stream architecture has an overflow bit signaling the correctness of the result.
High-Level Object Placement
StReAm includes the option to explore high-level placement. Placement is done via congestion modeling developed for high-level placement of VLSI circuits [21] . On the object level, we have a set of blocks and a set of interconnections. The placer arranges the blocks to minimize a cost function, using simulated annealing. The placement is optimized with a non-slicing structure using the sequence-pair representation proposed by Murata [20] .
In our case, the main objective is to maximize performance and minimize clock cycle time. Thus, we minimize area, wire length and/or wire congestion according to the following cost function:
The details of the model are described in [21] . StReAm allows the designer to specify £ and in order to explore the solution space for optimal area and performance. Optimizing the algorithm for FPGA placement is work in progress.
Benchmarks and Results
We chose the following benchmarks from signal processing, encryption, image processing and graphics to demonstrate the advantages of designing stream architectures with StReAm. Final results show the performance of the final circuits for the Xilinx XC4000 family after Xilinx place and route tools.
FIR Filter
The following code creates FIR filters with constant coefficients. Operators '+' and '*' are overloaded to create the appropriate arithmetic units. Multiplying by a constant integer instantiates efficient constant-coefficient multipliers. Data width and datapath width are specified separately to enable digit-serial arithmetic. In the case below we implement a 16-bit FIR filter with 4-bit digit serial arithmetic units. The delay operator inserts the FIR filter delays (deltas) similar to the way delays are specified in the Silage language [6] . Table 1 shows the results for four variations of the 4-tap FIR filter. The results show a 4-stage FIR filter implemented with combinational arithmetic units, and three pipelined versions. As expected the bit-serial design takes the smallest area with the longest latency. The parallel, pipelined version has higher throughput but requires most area. The lower part of the table shows the maximal number of stages that StReAm can fit on a Xilinx XC4020 FPGA with 800 CLBs. All designs are created with the same few lines of code shown above by simply setting the compiler parameter COMP MODE. The resulting stream architecture with 14 arithmetic units and 8 automatically generated and scheduled FIFO buffers is shown in figure 1 . In addition to operator overloading, IDEA requires a special mod
constant multiplier implemented as a PaModule with fixed bitwidth, which is instantiated by the function ideaKCM16(). Final results are shown in Table 2 .
Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT)
The IDCT is used in signal and image processing (e.g. MPEG, H.263 standards). We implement an 8x8 1-dimensional IDCT. The StreaModule below is based on an optimized IDCT implementation [19] . Table 2 .
3D Motion: Real-time Translation and Rotation
In 3D graphics, a common problem is the translation and rotation of a large set of points in 3D. This stream of points is transformed by a translation vector and two 2D rotation angles obtained from one 3D rotation. The following implementation uses 2D CORDIC modules (ROTATE()) implemented as PaModules [30] . The StreaModule above takes 3 input coordinates (x in, y in, z in). representing a point in space. The result is [30] with the appropriate bitwidth based on the types of the input variables. In addition, the rotate function demonstrates a multi-input, multi-output module instantiation by overloading the "," operator in (x[0],y[0]) leading to the efficient program above.
The code above results in 9 add/sub units, 2 CORDIC units and 1 FIFO buffer. The final results of a fully pipelined 3D rotation and translation module are shown in Table 2 .
Conclusions and Future Work
StReAm applies an object-oriented design methodology to programming FPGAs. The advantages of object-oriented design with C++ which have been recognized in the software industry find their way into VLSI CAD [26] [27] and into programming of FPGAs shown in this paper. FPGAs offer the flexibility to adapt the number representation, precision, and arithmetic algorithm to the particular needs of the application. Yet, in general it is difficult to explore completely different arithmetic solutions. Combining module generation with a high-level programming tool in C++ gives the programmer the convenience to explore the flexibility of FPGA on the arithmetic level and write the algorithms in the same language and environment.
For StReAm the key enabling C++ technologies are dynamic operator overloading and template functions. Furthermore, just as in PAM-Blox, the class hierarchy, inheritance, template classes and method overloading enable efficient code-reuse and code-management.
Future work needs to address the problem of debugging, simulation, and verification of module generators. Another important next step is to adapt the state-of-the-art in hardware/software co-design of parallel and pipelined systems [25] into a compiler for FPGAs or reconfigurable resources closely coupled with a microprocessor or memory. Ideally, such a compiler would be able to explore parallelism and pipelining on the algorithm level, instruction level, arithmetic level and bit level.
